
Writtle Community Association 
12/14 Redwood Drive, Writtle, Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3LY 
 

Standard Conditions of Hire 

These conditions apply to the hiring of the Community Centre for the purpose of a 

wedding and are applicable in addition to the standard terms and conditions of hire.  

A copy is given to wedding Hirers. If the Hirer is in any doubt as to the meaning of the 

following, the Manager should immediately be consulted. 

 

1. Day Rate Fee 
If the day rate fee is opted for, hirers should note this applies from 6am to11.30pm.  All hire 
fees are for dry hire (inclusive of the WCA’s tables and chairs) but wedding coordination is 
offered for an additional fee.  Wedding coordination is an optional extra.   
 

2. End of Hire 

The venue MUST be cleared and all bodies must have vacated the premises and its 
vicinity by 11.30pm.  A further 30 minutes hire time can be added on for the cost of £10 if 
the hirer thinks that they need additional time to clear and vacate the premises and its 
vicinity extending to 12AM. The premises must cleared and vacated no later than 12AM in 
any circumstances.  If the hirers does not comply with this they will be charged £100 an 
hour prorated for the time they go past 12AM, which will be deducted from the damage 
deposit.   

3. Reception/Table Drinks 

Corkage is not offered at the Beryl Platt Centre.  However, Reception/Table 

drinks can be offered and these will need to be booked and paid for in advance 

of the day.  An invoice will be generated and emailed over and payment can be 

made from this.  An additional cost of £20 will need to be paid to the bar staff 

on the day of the wedding, as they will need to arrive early to prepare these.   

4. Bar Staff 

 A minimum of 3 bar staff are required at weddings or events of 80 people or more. 

5. Maximum Number of Occupants 

The maximum number of occupants for a wedding at the Beryl Platt Centre (including use 
of the outdoor space) is 100 people, but this does not include the band/DJ/bar/catering 
staff, as long as these do not exceed 10 people in combination.   The venue can hold 100 
people maximum to comply with fire regulations.  However, if a Marquee is hired (four 
sides must be intact, not an open Marquee) then the maximum capacity can then be 
increased to 150 people.  No more than 100 people should be inside the centre at any one 
time.   

6. Decoration 

As per our standard terms and conditions of hire, decor must not be attached to the walls 
with anything other than Blu Tac and confetti balloons arenot authorized for use at the 
Beryl Platt Centre.    

7. Noise/Music 

There is a noise limiter in the main hall of the building which is set at 90dcb. Any form of 
AMPLIFIED music is not permitted in the car park or garden area must set up inside the 
main hall/bar area/committee room to comply with noise regulations and planning consent, 
to offer consideration to neighbours.   Other forms of music (such as a harpist or choir, non 
amplified) are permitted in the garden area until 7pm.   


